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A. Release would violate a Federal statute or Agency Policy.
B. National security classified information.
C. Pending or approved claim that release would violate an individual's
rights.
D. Release would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy
or a libel of a living person.

NATIONAL ARCHIVES AND RECORDS ADMINISTRATION

E. Release would disclose trade secrets or confidential commercial or
financial information.
F. Release would disclose investigatory information compiled for law
. enforcement purposes.
G. Withdrawn and return private and personal material.
H. Withdrawn and returned non-historical malerial.
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RN:rmw
3/29/71

"Not going to let them pour through my personal papers, i. e. ,
my letters from my mother, etc. I refuse to let any of it out.

On the personal stuff it is never my intention to set up a
committee. H I die the papers are not be be released. If
I have time to look over them I will do that.

Foreign Affairs -- Henry Kissinger

Domestic -- John Ehrlichman/ Bob Haldeman

Personal - - only RN could release them.

RN:rmw
3/31/71
No release of any copies of correspondence between RN and anyone else 
SEX

all of this is private and can not be released by anyone but RN.

The release of any pictures or anything else of the President! s must be
ok'd. Maybe we can get Herb Kalmbach into that end of it too. He has

- 2

Power of Attorney to do so. Get Herb in and Let's talk about this
problem.
Get the things boxed up and sealed - - RN does not want it
pawed through -- Clara Jane said she EJDUdIx read such a nice letter
I had written to my mother. These are private matters - they should
not be public.

If there are things that Don is in - - or his mother etc. ,

he should have copies -- not originals --they should not take anything
without the approval XJIIX of Herb Kalmbach or RN.

